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The web browser has emerged as a central workspace for information workers, where they make use of cloud-based applications to access their information. While this solution nicely supports access to their data from multiple devices, it presents a nightmare for organizing and coordinating data between tools for a single project. Information is typically scattered between various online tools, where storage and organization structures are replicated. Information workers are interrupted and have to switch between projects frequently. Once interrupted, resuming work on a project can be hard. To address this information fragmentation and the impact of work interruptions, I created Contextinator, a personal information manager for the web browser that lets information workers organize their work activity and information into projects. Contextinator assists in coordinating information for projects, thereby ameliorating information fragmentation for projects that live on the cloud. It assists information workers in context switching and resuming work after interruptions. In my thesis, I describe the problem of information fragmentation in the cloud. I discuss the different areas of related work of Personal Information Management, the design of Contextinator and how it is grounded in previous research. I briefly discuss how Contextinator is implemented. I then present the results from my field-evaluation of Contextinator. Finally, I conclude by discussing future work in this research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The web browser has emerged as a central workspace for information workers. Much of the information that these workers process resides on the cloud and is often accessed through individual web applications (e.g., Dropbox for files, Evernote for notes, Gmail for email). Since data for each of these applications resides in a device agnostic remote storage, this cloud-based approach is nicely suited for accessing data from multiple devices.

The emergence of powerful classes of portable devices such as tablets and smart phones, which support the increased mobility of information workers, has extended this trend. Advances in web technologies have made it possible for web applications to match the functionality and usability of desktop based applications. Unfortunately, these new technologies proliferate the fragmentation of information across collections.

The Personal Information Management (PIM) research community has already identified this as a problem [17, 18, 16]. The continuously growing number of applications for storing and managing different kinds of personal information create silos of data that are not interoperable with each other. There is no connection between the data stored in these applications, and the user has to individually manipulate and organize the data in each of them. For example, the labels in Gmail are completely independent of the folders in Google Drive and there is no structural connection between them. Applications provide very limited integration with other applications at best (e.g. downloading a file from an email in Gmail directly to Google Drive).

1.1 The Problem

Information fragmentation, which was already occurring on the user’s desktop, is now occurring across information collections on the cloud. Information is hidden behind individual application interfaces and organizational structures for each of these collections, which pre-
vents information workers from taking a holistic approach to manage their information. Each of the cloud based applications defines its own organizational unit (e.g., label, folder, notebook) and structure. Even though one might have a label for a project in Gmail and a folder for the same project in Google Drive, there is no connection between the two and the user has to independently think of the two organizational structures. This fragmentation causes further problems when the user has to refind information for a project in any of these applications. Each of them has their own user interface and the user has to navigate each structure independently to access information for the same project.

This information fragmentation occurs due to the existence of organizational units and structures for the same project across different collections [18]. Figure 1.1 shows a subset of the Google Drive folders, Dropbox folders and Gmail labels for a typical user (based on my own and my research group’s use of these tools). This user has organizational units for the same projects across these three collections, with slightly different labeling and organization. For example, “Software Engg.”, “Software Engg.” and “SE” correspond to the same project. While working on this project, the user may need to access information from any of these disparate collections, requiring traversal of that collection. In this example, the three collections slightly differ in their organizational structure (the “Software Engg.” folder in Google Drive is located under the “School” folder, whereas the organizational units in the other two collections are at the root level). In some cases, only some collections may contain information for a project. For example, “Thesis” and “contextinator” correspond to the same project and only exist in Dropbox and Gmail respectively.
In addition to the problem of information fragmentation, information work is also fragmented, where information workers are interrupted and have to switch between projects frequently. Once interrupted, resuming work on a project can be hard. This has also been previously identified as a problem by the PIM community [20, 25, 37].

Switching between different applications to access information related to a project results in opening, traversing and closing of different organizational structures in these applications. This can make users prone to distractions as they see information unrelated to their current work. A user may see information pertaining to pending work from another project and get distracted. For example, a user who visits Gmail to reply to an email related to her current project, might see unread emails related to other projects and get distracted. Information workers need a way to capture and keep track of things they need to do and a way to prioritize them to enable them to accomplish important tasks. I designed Contextinator based on findings in the state of the art in this research domain to address these problems.

1.2 Approach

In order to tackle the problem of information fragmentation in the cloud, an approach is needed that enables information workers to manage, access and view the same project’s information across different collections as part of a single organizational unit. In Contextinator, this organizational unit is a project. Contextinator lets users define a project as a collection of individual organizational units in different information collections. It then makes use of this context to enable easier access to a project’s information across different collections. Figure 1.2 shows how the individual organizational units in different collections are collected together as part of a project in Contextinator.

To apply the concept of projects to all of the user’s work, I designed Contextinator to let information workers organize all their work activity and information within the web browser into projects. With Contextinator, users can group their web sessions and cloud-based artifacts (e.g., email, tasks, bookmarks, windows) into projects and manage them within the context of a project. Contextinator enables users to identify an information view for a project in different web applications (e.g. associating a label in Gmail with a specific project) to enable easier access to the project’s information. A Project Homepage in Contextinator clusters together all information related to the project. I also created a task management system within Contextinator to help users capture and accomplish tasks for their projects.
Figure 1.2: Information views in *Contextinator*.
1.3 Evaluation

Evaluating a PIM tool can be challenging. Personal information is unique to each individual and users manage their own information collections using different strategies. It is difficult to design evaluations to capture all such collections and strategies completely, which makes it hard to study the usage of such a tool in a controlled environment. Users may be heavily invested in their existing tools and strategies for managing their information, and introducing a new tool into their workflow can be intrusive. I thus used a combination of naturalistic, field-test and case study approaches to evaluate Contextinator. I deployed Contextinator to participants recruited using a snowball sampling technique. I instrumented Contextinator to log user actions, and followed that up with interviews and an online survey. I then analyzed the data collected from these sources to gain insight into how users adopted the tool in their day-to-day work. Some of the questions I wanted to answer as part of my evaluation are:

- How do people split their work activity into projects?
- What are the advantages of clustering together project information?
- Can information views make it easier to access a project’s information?
- How often do people switch between projects?

Through my evaluation of Contextinator, I saw some evidence that supports the design of information views, even though their usage was limited. Participants generally grasped the concept of projects easily and liked organizing their information into projects. The most well adopted features of the tool were the ability to switch between projects while working and restoring the state of a project’s workspace. The task management system in Contextinator received positive responses from the few participants that actively used it. Some of the features of the tool received limited use, which could be partially due to the demographics of the participants for my evaluation, a lot of whom did not have a lot of information or projects they needed to manage. I feel that Contextinator has the potential to recreate the context lost amid information fragmentation in today’s web-based tools.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows:

- In Chapter 2, I discuss the different areas of related work of PIM, including Information Fragmentation, Task Management, Activity-based computing and Multitasking.
• In Chapter 3, I discuss how the different design decisions for Contextinator are grounded in previous research.

• In Chapter 4, I present the implementation of Contextinator.

• I explain the methods I adopted for data collection and analysis in Chapter 5.

• This discussion is followed by the results from my field-evaluation of Contextinator in Chapter 6.

• I then summarize the findings from the evaluation and discuss implications for the design of future systems similar to Contextinator in Chapter 7.

• Finally, I conclude with future work in this research in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2

Prior Work

Several areas in PIM are related to this research. In particular, my work is related to Information Fragmentation, Task Management, Activity-based Computing, Multitasking, and other broader areas of user interface design such as Window Management. This chapter summarizes the relevant literature in these areas and presents how prior work has influenced the design of Contextinator.

2.1 Information Fragmentation

Information fragmentation occurs when our personal information is scattered over different devices, storage systems, and online tools, each with its own organizational structure. It is a ‘pervasive problem in personal information management’ [33].

The current trend in tablets and smart phones is for each application to have its own storage and its own data, with little to no integration or synchronization across the different types of artifacts. This trend results in the creation of information silos for each application. In order to cope with these different silos, information workers have had to develop different methods for organizing project related information. These can include using multiple folder hierarchies to organize documents related to projects [31], using a special folder (or tag) in an email client to hold messages related to a project [25], or using virtual spaces to separate windows of different projects [27].

A problem with this approach is that users end up maintaining duplicate organizational hierarchies. For example, users tend to have similar structures in their file system as they do in their email archives. These are difficult to maintain and to keep synchronized. Additionally, users are often faced with the question of where a document is located, as an email attachment or in a project folder in a file manager.

Several research efforts have endeavored to link these parallel structures. Boardman et al.
[18, 17] studied users’ PIM organization strategies across different tools and identified some of the problems caused by information fragmentation, including:

- Management of certain types of information is compartmentalized between distinct tools.
- Coordinating production activities across different tools is difficult.
- Inconsistencies exist between different implementations of equivalent functionality.

To solve the second problem, Boardman et al. created a prototype to mirror folder structures between different PIM tools. Their users found sharing categories between tools intuitive and compelling. Their solution was only applicable to information collections stored locally (including the local file system, MS Outlook and locally stored bookmarks).

Bergman et al. [16] approached the problem as project fragmentation, where information was fragmented into different collections without relation to the common activity uniting them. Project fragmentation results in users having to store and retrieve their project related information artifacts in and from various locations with no structural connection. Their proposed solution was to use a single hierarchy to store all files of different formats under the same folder. Similarly, Jones et al. [29] suggested the development of a common structure that could be shared and manipulated by any number of tools. However, this requires all apps to manipulate a shared common structure, which will be a significant undertaking given the current dependence on individual data stores. While existing approaches have come up with different solutions to the problem of information fragmentation, they have failed to properly address the problem of fragmentation for information stored in the cloud.

This integration of information collections is also occurring in the commercial and open source tool space. Several tools address aspects of the information fragmentation problem to different levels of success. Unfortunately, most of these attempts try to minimize information fragmentation by creating tools to assist users to access information from different collections, without creating any structural link between the different collections. For example, CloudMagic [2] creates a unified search box to do keyword-based searches for information across all information collections. Attachments.me [1] enables access to Dropbox files while creating attachments in Gmail. At the time of this writing, Yahoo! announced that it would support the use of Dropbox for storage of attachments in their mail program, duplicating the behavior that Attachments.me provide.

### 2.2 Refinding

Refinding refers to the process of finding information that has been seen before. Capra and Pérez-Quiñones [19] found that refinding is a two-stage process, first focusing on relocating
the source of the information (searching) and then, a second stage of re-locating the specific information being sought (browsing). In the context of my work, the first step of relocating the source of information is identifying which collection the information is stored in. The next step is to search for that information and browse to refine the information within that collection. The different collections, as shown in Figure 1.1 make the refining process difficult because the user has to remember upfront which collection has the information. This can be especially difficult when multiple collections may store the same type of information (e.g. files may be stored in Dropbox and as attachments in Gmail) [44]. Some tools in the commercial space, such as CloudMagic, try to make refining easier by letting users search for information across all collections. However, these tools only have limited support to browse information. In my system, I have addressed refining of information for a project by eliminating the need to browse independent information collections to locate the information for the project.

2.3 Task Management

Another area of research related to my work is Task Management. Information workers typically have a list of pending actions for each project. Bellotti et al. [12] studied task management to support the design of a task list manager. Tasks within each project can help information workers prioritize and maintain their attention over different projects [12, 25]. Tasks, especially when they appear in the way and in an always visible spot of the working space, can act as good reminders [14, 12, 25]. Bellotti also suggested that a task manager should support informal priority lists, to ensure near-term execution of priority actions. Prior work has also explored connections between email and tasks. Ducheneaut et al. [23] conducted a field study to explore the unanticipated uses of email resulting from the increased use of email as a personal information management tool. One of the things they found was that users often use email for information management functions such as to-dos, by marking up and resending oneself messages. Bellotti et al. [13] created a prototype called Taskmaster, that recasted email as task management and embedded task-centric resources in the email client. Email clients are also emerging in the commercial space, where email is being recast as a task management system [8, 7]. The suggestions from Bellotti defined the design of the task management system in Contextinator. I created the ability to flag tasks to support informal priority lists, and the tasks are shown in several places within the system to support the always visible and in the way properties.

2.3.1 Quick Capture

Information workers often capture things to do from the use of their other tools. An example is when a user is browsing the web and reading material online for pleasure. She finds an article that is relevant to a project she is working on and wants to discuss it with her
coworkers. She quick captures the webpage URL with a todo “Discuss with team at next meeting”.

This kind of association can make accomplishing the task easier at a later time, as the user will not have to search for that webpage, and in turn, the webpage provides context for the task. In the user-subjective approach to PIM systems [15], Bergman suggested that capturing the context of an information item during interaction with it will help the user recall the information when it is next needed. Jones et al. [30] implemented quick capture as part of the personal project planner, where users could create rich text project plans and reference documents, email messages, web pages, etc. Users could drag and drop resources into the plan to create a link back to the original source.

Hanrahan et al. [26] added a quick capture ability within the email client to move information to wikis. The quick capture method in Mail2Wiki provided the worker with the ability to do a light categorization while they were still engaged with the context of the email. So that later, a deeper curation of the information could be done with the context of the previous curation.

Quick capture also exists as a feature in some commercial Getting Things Done (GTD) tools, such as OmniFocus, Things (with Quick entry), and RememberTheMilk (with Quick add). A common implementation of quick capture tools is as a browser or OS extension to capture a task quickly from anywhere (without switching applications). Another common implementation is email integration (ability to create tasks by sending email).

The existing work in quick capture inspired the feature to capture the context of a task in Contextinator’s task management system. In Contextinator, the captured information is categorized by associating the task with the currently active project. Users can capture a task’s context in the form of a website URL (which could be a document, web page, email message, etc.) and notes. The URL and notes are shown alongside the task to enable recall and ability to reference the information later.

2.4 Multitasking and Interruptions

One of the typical characteristics of today’s information workers is that they are often interrupted in the middle of their work with communication mechanisms (e.g., phone calls, text messages, email, etc.). Not all of these interruptions are about the same project, thus workers are constantly switching projects and multitasking.

Czerwinski et al. [20] did a diary study of the activities of information workers to characterize how people interleave multiple tasks amidst interruptions. They found that information workers switch tasks a significant number of times during a week, with an average of 50 shifts over the week. The returned-to projects were more complex, significantly lengthier in duration (twice as long as shorter-term projects), were interrupted more and were also rated
significantly harder to return to than shorter-term projects.

González and Mark [25, 37] found that people’s information work is highly fragmented, where they spend an average of three minutes on a task before switching tasks and an average of 12 minutes on a project before switching to another project. They also found several ways in which people try to manage their information to handle constantly switching between different activities, including aggregating a project’s different types of information into a single artifact.

González and Mark’s work was instrumental in defining some of the features in Contextinator. To support multitasking and resumption of work after an interruption, I implemented quick switching between projects, save and restore of project state and aggregation of project information in Contextinator.

2.5 Project Organization

2.5.1 Activity-based Computing

Research in activity-based computing explores how to find a better mapping of real life projects to computing systems. People have been found to be generally skilled in defining projects, where each project consists of information including email, tasks, calendar, bookmarks, notes, documents and other artifacts. González and Mark [25, 37] introduced the concept of working spheres to explain how information workers conceptualize and organize their basic units of work. They claim that support for such organization in computing systems can improve the productivity and multitasking capability of information workers. Balakrishnan et al. [11] studied workers of Lotus Activities, an activity-centric computing (ACC) system, to see how workers aggregated activity-related artifacts together while using other collaboration tools. They found that to reduce fragmentation, ACC systems need to create consolidated access to activity artifacts.

A number of prototypes have been developed to explore this activity-based paradigm. Life-streams [24] displayed a time-ordered stream of documents to replace the conventional files and directories, and users could go back in time to look at the documents they worked on. TaskTracer [21] monitored users’ activities and resources accessed by the user while working on a particular task, and enables the user to access there records and restore task contexts. Kaptelinin [32] took a similar approach in UMEA, which tagged resources (documents, folders, URL and contacts) accessed by the user to the currently active project. Voida et al. [45] created an activity-based system where they linked organization of application windows and documents of a project by associating files saved on the desktop of a virtual space with the currently active project. This was the most actively adopted feature of their prototype. Users found it to be easier than filing since they did not have to manually find the project folder to store the files in.
The concept of working spheres and existing activity-based systems motivated the organization of information and work activity into projects in Contextinator. Some features in Contextinator are similar to some of the existing prototypes. The support for quick switching between projects is similar to the one in Gionarta and the Project Homepage in Contextinator is similar to the project window in UMEA, as both make project information visible in a single view.

2.5.2 Window Management

Window Management strategies enable people to better manage their workspace (desktop) on the computer. Prior work has explored grouping of related application and document windows to let information workers better organize their workspace.

Rooms [27] first introduced the concept of virtual desktops, which is now a part of window management systems of modern operating systems. Task Gallery [41] was a 3D window manager for task management. Kimura [35] extended the virtual desktop to make use of project peripheral displays to support background activities. GroupBar [42] extended the existing Windows Taskbar to enable grouping of windows into higher-level tasks and easy task switching. WindowScape [43] used implicit grouping for windows to let users organize and retrieve windows according to task.

Better management of space and sessions has also been explored specifically for the web browser, given the popularity of web applications for accomplishing common tasks, combined with the limited browser support for resumption of tasks. Rajamanickam et al. [40] created a task-focused web browser, where webpages could be grouped into tasks. Morris et al. [38] created SearchBar, a tool that stored users’ search query and browsing histories, to support task resumption across multiple sessions. Wang et al. [47] identified two common types of multitasking on the web, namely Multiple Tasks and Multiple Session Tasks, and created Multitasking Bar, a simple prototype to support these. The prototype was a browser bar that let users group together webpages into a task, and showed a tab for each task. Jhaveri and Räihä [28] created a prototype tool called Session Highlights to aid cross-session task continuation. Users could drag and drop URLs into URL collections in a workspace, which would create a thumbnail of the webpage, and make it available for later reference. Dubroy et al. [22] did a study of tabbed browsing among Mozilla Firefox users and they found that people prefer using tabs over windows as they cause less clutter and are easier to access. They also found that when people do use windows, they use them for higher-level task grouping and separating work tabs from non-work tabs. Mozilla Firefox now supports Tab Groups, which let users group together similar tabs under a single label and window.

In my system, I wanted to support management of space (windows and tabs) in the web browser in the context of projects. I took an approach similar to Tab Groups, where each project has a single window and any tabs opened in the window belong to the project. The project state is saved by saving the project window’s tabs when the project is closed and
state is restored by reopening all the tabs when the project is opened.

2.6 Summary

Information is fragmented into individual information collections of online tools. Information work is frequently interrupted, and difficult to resume after interruption. Researchers have conducted observations, diary studies and interviews to study these problems and in some cases, presented implications for software support based on their findings. Studies have looked at how information workers manage tasks and presented implications for the design of a task management system. Activity-based computing has been explored as a better mapping of real life projects to computing systems and as a better way to manage information. Researchers have also explored the area of window management to allow people to better manage their space and sessions on the desktop and in the web browser. Existing work has tried to come up with solutions to these problems using different approaches, either independently or as a unified solution. Based on the findings and claims in these different areas, I created Contextinator to address the problem of information fragmentation in the cloud.
Chapter 3

Design

I designed Contextinator based on the findings in the state of the art in this research domain (described in Chapter 2). I identified the following principles to inform the design of my tool:

- Users organize information into projects for organizational purposes [25, 37];
- There is a common group of applications used in most projects (e.g., email, calendar, task management, file manager, etc.) [29];
- Information is fragmented across different collections (or applications) [16, 18];
- Often there is an overlapping set of folder structures, replicated over each information collection (email, files, calendar, etc.) [17];
- Common multiple interruptions require an easy way to capture and restore state, and have a quick way to switch between projects [20, 25, 37];
- A task management system should have the in the way property and should appear in an always visible spot of the working space [12, 14, 25];
- A task management system should support informal priority lists, to ensure completion of near-term priority actions [12];
- Capturing the context while creating a task makes it easier to complete the task later [15, 30].

3.1 Projects: Addressing information fragmentation

A project in Contextinator is a collection of browser tabs opened in the same window, series of filters for existing cloud based PIM apps (Gmail, Evernote, Dropbox, etc.), tasks,
bookmarks and people. Each project has a homepage (see Figure 3.1) from where all the information associated with the project can be accessed and managed. This page is shown whenever the user opens a project to give the user a sense of where they left off. Users can edit tasks, switch to or close tabs in the project window, open or remove bookmarks, and edit or launch other PIM apps (labeled as Apps in the figure).

### 3.1.1 Information views

To address the fragmentation of project information across applications, the user can identify an information view for a project in each of the supported PIM apps. Most of these apps available on the web have a unique URL that points to a location internally in an online collection. For example, with Gmail, a label has a unique URL, a folder in Dropbox has a unique URL, and the same is true with Evernote and other similar services. These unique URLs allow us to have a direct entry into an otherwise isolated collection.

I support apps used for storing different kinds of information, including email (Gmail), files (Dropbox and Google Drive) and notes (Evernote)\(^1\). In general, any online service that has a unique URL to point to a sub-part of a personal collection would be appropriate to add to Contextinator.

---

\(^1\)I also support Trello largely because I use it to manage my own projects. This service is not as popular as the other supported apps.
Users can define these information views from the Project Homepage or while in an app. The information view for a project can be a label in Gmail, a folder in Dropbox or Google Docs, or a notebook in Evernote. Defining these information views provides a way to coordinate related information fragmented across these different collections under a single project, thus reducing fragmentation.

Shortcut links are provided to these information views for the project on its homepage. For Gmail, it fetches the unread email for the project (email that has the Gmail label for the project or email from people belonging to the project) and shows it directly on the homepage. This eliminates the extra step of visiting Gmail to view the unread email for the project.

If users visit the app directly in the web browser while having a project open, they are automatically directed to the project’s information view. That is, my tool will redirect the user to the particular folder, label, or notebook for the supported apps. This eliminates the navigation to refind a project’s information in different applications, each of which may follow slightly different conventions for how the information is organized [16, 17]. Once the user has connected the information in a collection to a project in Contextinator, she does not have to remember how to refind information for the project in that collection.

The information view is independent of different organizational units and structures used in different collections. For example, whereas Gmail uses labels, Evernote uses notebooks, to Contextinator both services are just a link away and both stored within the project. This makes my approach flexible and compatible with most modern web-based tools. It also lets users access the full-fledged functionality of these tools, instead of restricting them to a limited interface I might have created.

### 3.1.2 Project-specific Inbox

Email can play a significant role in task-management within projects and thus I provided a specialized information view for email to help users manage their project and work with email. In Contextinator, users define an email information view by specifying a label and the people in a project. These two together are used to query Gmail and fetch and display if there are new emails from the people in the project or new email with the label specified.

The Project Homepage then shows only the unread email related to the project. This lets users avoid distractions by going to their full email inbox. Figure 3.2 shows the unread emails for the “Contextinator” project.

### 3.2 Projects Overview

The Projects Overview in Contextinator (see Figure 3.3) is the comprehensive list of all the projects’ tasks and emails for the user. Users are able to add or edit tasks in any project.
Figure 3.2: Project-specific Inbox showing unread emails on the “Contextinator” project homepage.
Figure 3.3: Projects Overview showing the tasks across all projects.
3.3 Quick Switching between projects

*Contextinator* lets users associate a single browser window with a project. Any tabs opened in that project window are associated with that project.

To support multitasking, *Contextinator* allows the user to switch between multiple project windows. Users are able to press a shortcut key to see a preview of all their currently open projects (a screenshot of the currently active tab in each project window), and switch between them. This implementation is similar to the Gionarta system [46]. Figure 3.4 shows this view, with two projects, the ACM Digital Library homepage in one and Gmail open in another project.

Because a project is encapsulated in a browser window, users can also manually switch between project windows by using the operating system’s default application window switching functionality. Projects are ordered by when they were last accessed by the user. To enable people to resume working on a project, *Contextinator* preserves the state of a project when it is closed by saving the open tabs in the project window at the time of closing the project (i.e. window). The next time the project is opened, all the tabs are restored.
3.4 Task Based Workflow

Tasks can be seen and edited from various places in Contextinator, so that users frequently come across the tasks while they are working. For example, whenever a project is opened, the Project Homepage is shown, which by default shows the tasks for the project. This can act as a reminder for the user about the next things to do in that project. I also created a flagging feature to let users prioritize their tasks within and across projects. The project’s flagged (prioritized) tasks are sorted to the top on the Project Homepage. The Projects Overview shows all the projects’ tasks, and users are able to filter and only look at the prioritized tasks across all projects.

3.5 Quick Capture

In Contextinator, users are able to capture the current context while creating a task. While the user is browsing a webpage, she can create a task, and the current webpage URL will automatically be associated with the task. When she chooses to work on the task next, she can easily go back to the URL. Another way the user can capture the current context is by selecting text on the webpage while creating a task. When the user creates the task, the selected text is attached as notes with the task. Users can also manually associate notes and a webpage URL with a task. Figure 3.5 shows a user saving the current page’s URL with a task in a project.
3.6 Summary

I designed *Contextinator* to address several aspects of information work, with focus on reducing the fragmentation of information in the cloud and reducing the adverse impact of frequent work interruptions. The diversity of features in *Contextinator* meant it supported multiple ways of using the tool and people could adopt it in a way that best fit their current working style. Most of the features were based on principles derived from the existing literature. These principles were also the basis of the evaluation of the design of *Contextinator* in Chapter 6.
Chapter 4

Implementation

I implemented Contextinator as a browser extension for the Google Chrome browser and it is written using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. To make it easy to modify and instrument for future research experiments, I support modularity by using the Constructor, Prototype and Module design patterns for JavaScript [39]. Contextinator’s source code is open source [4] so that anyone can modify and instrument it for future work. At the time of this writing, I have a public webpage [3] describing Contextinator and linking to the Chrome Web Store, from where anyone can download and install it.

In this chapter, I describe the data model, architecture, state management and injection of JavaScript into webpages in Contextinator.

4.1 Data Model

Contextinator’s data model has Projects as the main entity and its sub-entities include People, Tasks, Apps and Tabs. The Google Chrome Extensions API [3] supports storage and retrieval of data for an extension in a local key-value store. I store projects as an array (where the key is projects and value is the array). Each project consists of key-value pairs which represent the properties, state information and sub-entities for the project. The name of a project is used as the unique identifier for each project. Figure 4.1 shows how the different data entities are connected.

In addition, I store information for caching and state management:

- activeProjectIndex stores the currently active project’s index in the projects array (for easy retrieval of the active project’s information).
- overviewWindowId stores the Projects Overview window’s id.
• temporaryWindows stores references to the non-project windows.

• apps stores information for the supported cloud apps.

Contextinator can easily support plugins (as discussed in Chapter 8) by extending this object.

4.2 Architecture

I divided Contextinator’s code into separate modules to represent the different views and data models. Each of the views has a collection of templates, which are declared using a JavaScript templating system\(^1\). In Contextinator, the same information is manipulated in multiple views. For example, tasks are editable on the Project Homepage, Projects Overview and Quick Capture. The parent view in this case includes the tasks module (which consists of a view, a model and templates). Figure 4.2 shows how the different modules are interconnected.

\(^1\)Handlebars.js. http://handlebarsjs.com/
Figure 4.2: Contextinator’s implementation architecture.
4.3 State Management

*Contextinator* keeps track of several events in the browser to keep its data store up to date. For example, it tracks if the user switches focus to a different browser window, so that its data store is updated to the newly activated project.

Chrome lets extensions register for notifications when a specific event occurs in the browser. The *chrome.windows.* API supports adding event listeners for when a window is created, focused or closed. For tracking if the user switched to another window, I defined an event listener for the event *chrome.windows.onFocusChanged*. Whenever this event occurs, my event listener gets called with additional parameters for the event. In this case, it is a single parameter, the ID of the newly focused window. In my event listener code, the newly focused window’s ID is compared to the property *windowId* of projects. If one of the project’s *windowId* property matches, it means the user activated this project. The *activeProjectIndex* and the project’s *lastAccessed* property are updated. The following are some of the browser events tracked in *Contextinator* to maintain the correct state:

- Window Opened (*chrome.windows.onCreated*) - Mark project as open or add non-project window.
- Window Closed (*chrome.windows.onRemoved*) - Mark project as closed or remove a non-project window.
- Window Focused (*chrome.windows.onFocusChanged*) - Mark project or non-project window as active.
- Tab Activated (*chrome.tabs.onActivated*) - Save tabs and update the thumbnail for the active project.
- Tab Removed (*chrome.tabs.onRemoved*) - Save tabs for the active project.
- Webpage Loaded (*chrome.webNavigation.onCompleted*) - Save tabs and update the thumbnail for the active project.

This event listener code is usually executed in the *background page* of the extension, which is an HTML page that runs in the extension process (in the background). It exists for the lifetime of the extension, and only one instance of it at a time is active. These updates to the data store need to be propagated to views elsewhere in the browser, so that they can update their state. For example, if a project window is focused, the *Quick Switcher* needs to update the order in which the projects are listed (projects are listed in the order of most recently activated). A message is broadcast to all the relevant views using the *chrome.tabs.sendMessage* and *chrome.runtime.sendMessage* APIs, which let different views in an extension communicate with each other. In this case, the relevant views will be all
the tabs in the active project’s window, since the *Quick Switcher* is displayed in all tabs. The event listener for the event `chrome.runtime.onMessage` in these views then execute the appropriate code to update the *Quick Switcher*. In some cases, such as the *Project Homepage*, I refresh the view when the user activates the tab containing the view. This ensures that the data on the *Project Homepage* is up-to-date without the need to broadcast messages for each of the several events.

### 4.4 JavaScript Injection

For certain features in *Contextinator*, such as the *Quick Switcher*, additional functionality is added to all the webpages opened by the user in the browser. For example, in this case, an event listener is added for the keyboard shortcut to display a list of the user’s projects, as shown in Figure 3.4. Chrome lets extensions inject JavaScript code into webpages in the form of *content scripts*. These content scripts are executed in an *isolated world*, which is a special environment where scripts have access to the Document Object Model (DOM) of the page they are injected into but not any JavaScript variables or functions created by the page. In addition to the *Quick Switcher*, I use content scripts to redirect the user to the information views for a project. When a page from one of the supported apps is starting to load, I check the URL to see if it matches the information view URL. If it does not match the URL, I redirect the user to the information view URL by setting `window.location.href`. This happens relatively early in the page’s loading process, before the DOM is constructed or any other script is run on the page.
Chapter 5

Method

In this chapter, I present the method I used for recruiting participants, data collection (including logging, interviews and an online survey) and data analysis for evaluating Contextinator.

I did a field-test evaluation of Contextinator, where I deployed Contextinator to participants for an average of 18.6 days ($\sigma = 6.1$). I followed that deployment with interviews and a survey to gain further insight into the usage of the tool. This study was approved by the Virginia Tech IRB (#13-008) (see Appendix A for the approval letter).

My evaluation is based on the following procedures:

- First, I deployed Contextinator so that participants could use it in their own work setting to see how they would adopt it in their to day-to-day work. The tool logged usage data and I present that data in the next chapter.

- Second, I have rich usage descriptions of individual users actions based on our logging, thus allowing me to report case-study like results for a few chosen users.

- I sent a request to Contextinator users to participate in an interview. I present direct quotes and make some observations based on the results of four interviews.

- Finally, I sent an online survey to Contextinator users which had questions to assess different parts of the tool.

5.1 Designing the Evaluation

My evaluation design was driven by a set of claims from the existing literature, which were also the basis of the design of Contextinator. I started out by grouping together similar
claims from the literature into a list of principles. For each of these principles, I determined the data to collect through logging, survey and interview questions. The following is the list of principles I wanted to test through the evaluation of Contextinator:

- Information is fragmented across different collections (or applications) and clustering together information for a project can be useful [16, 18, 32, 37];
- Often there is an overlapping set of folder structures, replicated over each information collection (email, files, calendar, etc.) [17];
- Common multiple interruptions require an easy way to capture and restore state, and have a quick way to switch between projects [20, 25, 37];
- A task management system should have the in the way property and should appear in an always visible spot of the working space [12, 14, 25];
- A task management system should support informal priority lists, to ensure completion of near-term priority actions [12];
- Capturing the context while creating a task makes it easier to complete the task later [15, 30];

Appendix E includes the logging data, interview and survey questions categorised based on these principles.

5.2 Participants

I recruited participants for Contextinator using a snowball sampling technique. I emailed the Computer Science graduate student and faculty listservs inviting students and faculty to participate in the study and encouraging them to share the invitation with their colleagues. Students from an undergraduate class were invited to participate and offered extra credit for participating. I announced the tool among colleagues at several high-tech companies including Google and Xerox. Unfortunately, due to corporate policies, only one person from industry could use the tool within their corporate boundaries and let me collect data. I also sent the tool to a few Computer Science graduate students in other universities to distribute the tool in their graduate student listservs. However, I did not get any participants through this channel.

Participants could visit a private website URL to download the tool. On downloading and installing the tool, participants were shown an online consent form which they needed to agree to in order to start using the tool. I also had a public facing webpage [3] that had several videos explaining how to use the different features of the tool.
5.3 Logging

In *Contextinator*, I logged information about users’ interactions with the tool. I built the logging mechanism to record most of the user actions, such as creating a new project, switching to a project, closing a project, creating a new task, flagging a task, marking a task as completed, creating a new bookmark, opening email, etc. With each data item logged, I captured a unique user ID, the time stamp of when it happened, as well as some extra information that corresponded to each type of event. For example, I tracked the users’ project names and task names, to get a sense of the kinds of projects and tasks the users were creating. Appendix C includes all the user actions collected in the logging mechanism.

This information was collected live and stored locally in the Chrome browser local store. If the user was connected to the Internet, then the data was sent to a central server as it was collected. If the user was offline for an extended period of time, I might miss some data (any actions performed by the user during that time period), since this data was not sent to the central server. During this time, the tool continued to work normally and store the data locally. I used the data stored on the central server for the analysis.

5.4 Interviews

I sent an email to the existing 30 participants after a couple of weeks of use to request volunteers for an interview. I was able to recruit four users for the interview, out of which three (U1, U2, U3) said they considered themselves to be heavy users of the tool and one (U4) that said she did not use the tool as much. U1 was a graduate student and U2, U3 and U4 were undergraduate students. I interviewed all four participants. The interview was a semi-structured interview where I asked broad questions and followed up with specific questions about different parts of the tool. Appendix B includes the questions I asked as part of the interview.

5.5 Survey

I sent an email to the existing 30 participants near the end of the study to invite them to fill an online survey. I received 17 responses. The survey consisted of several Likert style questions to assess how the users used the different parts of the tool and their general work habits. To present the results for the Likert style questions, I have used a combination of weighted average Likert scores on the 5-point scale (1=“strongly disagree”, 5=“strongly agree”) and combined percentages of participants that agreed or strongly agreed. The survey questions are included in Appendix D.
5.6 Challenges

The evaluation of *Contextinator* faced several challenges. First, as a tool in the Personal Information Management domain, it is hard to evaluate it using lab-based techniques [34]. Different users make use of tasks lists differently. Different users have different ways of organizing projects. Some users have 1 or 2 projects, while others have 30 (my advisor is an avid user of OmniFocus and has over 30 active projects). Designing and evaluating a tool that can cover such a wide gap is a challenge. I opted to use a field-test approach, similar to that used by Whittaker [48], where he deployed an email program within an organization and collected data that would allow him to describe the use of the tool.
Chapter 6

Results

I collected data for evaluating Contextinator through logging, interviews and a survey. This chapter presents the data collected and summarizes the results from the different data sources.

6.1 Participants

The number of participants that completed the consent form and installed the tool was 30. Continuous use of Contextinator required a significant commitment from the participants as the tool had to become a part of their day-to-day work. Fifteen users barely used the tool (they created less than two projects and often the project name was “testing” or “something”).

For the logged usage data analysis, I used the data from the remaining 15 users. Out of these, eight were active users, that is, users who created more than three projects.

For the survey data analysis, I used the data from the 17 responses I received. I had sent the survey to the 30 participants who had installed the tool.

Table 6.1, Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 show the demographics of the participants that responded to the survey.

6.2 Projects: Information organization

Participants had an average of four projects. Figure 6.1 shows the distribution of the number of projects created by users. There is one user with nine projects, another one with six, three users with five projects, and so on. 70% (12 out of 17) of the participants agreed or strongly
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Self-Reported Age of Participants in Survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Self-Reported Gender of Participants in Survey.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Number of Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Student</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate Student</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (i.e. Industry)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: Self-Reported Occupation of Participants in Survey.
Figure 6.1: Distribution of number of projects created by users in *Contextinator*.
agreed that Contextinator was able to handle the number of projects they had (average Likert response = 3.8).

Participants thought about projects very differently, which is reflected in the names of projects created by participants:

- **Class names.** This represented a common type of project, especially since several participants were taking classes in school. Some examples are “Algorithms”, “Usability” and “CS 3744”.

- **Specific class or research projects.** This was another common category of projects. Examples are “Crypto project”, “Leap Study”, “3114 Project 3” and “German HW”.

- **Non-school related projects.** Some examples are “Gardening”, “Bills” and “Tax Returns”.

- **Broad categories.** This included a broad range of related activities. Examples are “Web Development”, “Shopping”, “Courses” and “Things to Check Daily”.

- **General categories.** This represented an even broader space for all general activities, which may be unrelated. Examples are “Life” and “General”.

In the interviews, participants mentioned multiple ways in which they organized their information into projects. Participant U2 mentioned that he organized his projects into “broad categories”:

“I have pretty broad categories. I have a General that I just throw stuff in. I have Web Development, so any time I am looking up stuff on stack overflow. I have Shopping, for different stuff I am shopping for...(Participant U2).”

In contrast, participant U3 thought of projects more as a “list of things” she needed to do. Participant U1 created projects for all his classes:

“The first thing I did was make a project for each class I am in. So, when I am in class, I can just open that project and have all the tabs. Esp. for Dr. XX’s class, there is like Moodle, Piazza, etc. So that’s pretty useful (Participant U1).”

Three of the four participants I interviewed liked the ability to organize their tabs into projects. Participant U1 defined a project as “A bookmark for an entire window”:

“I think of them as a bookmark for an entire window. In Chrome if you have a bunch of tabs open, and if I want to come back to all of them at once, bookmark it, make it a project (Participant U1).”
6.2.1 Information Collections

In the survey, 59% of the participants agreed or strongly agreed that they use labels, folders, etc. to represent projects in apps (average Likert response = 3.1). For the participants in the survey, a majority of the Gmail labels represent project names, as shown in Figure 6.2. Participants also said they have folders for projects in Google Docs/Dropbox (see Figure 6.3). These results indicate the existence of different information collections for the participants.

Six participants set up apps in Contextinator, where each participant usually only set up one or two apps across all projects ($\mu = 2.5, \sigma = 1.37$). Gmail, Google Drive and Dropbox were configured by the participants. The app shortcut links on the project homepage were barely used, where only five participants clicked on them twice or thrice.

In the survey, participants rated the usefulness of shortcuts to information views on the
Figure 6.3: Survey responses to folders in Google Docs / Dropbox.

Figure 6.4: Survey responses to information views.
Figure 6.5: Survey responses to Project Homepage.

Project Homepage with an average of 3.6, with 47% of the participants agreeing or strongly agreeing that they were useful. The average response to redirection to the project information views in apps was 3.4, with 47% of the participants agreeing or strongly agreeing that it made access to project information easier (see Figure 6.4).

Participant U3 found information views in Contextinator useful:

“It is nice on Google Drive...I have so many different folders, its nice to be able to just click it and it goes straight there, rather than having to find it (Participant U3).”

This is exactly the key use of information views I was after. This eliminates much of the information fragmentation as it eliminates the need to navigate to refind the required information within each collection.

6.2.2 Switching between Collection (Apps)

Participant U4 explained how she uses different cloud based apps and has to continually switch between them:

“I use Dropbox for my stuff to communicate between my computers. I work for X and I have their folder there. We have an HCI Dropbox. I am bouncing between Email and Dropbox a lot, because there is where a lot of our work happens (Participant U4).”

To reduce the amount of app switching, I show information for the project on its home-page (including unread emails). In the survey, a majority of the participants (77% agreed or
strongly agreed) reported that the Project Homepage made it easy to access project information (average Likert response = 3.7). 59% of the participants also agreed or strongly agreed that the Project Homepage helped them be more focused (average Likert response = 3.7). These results indicate that participants found it useful to have their project information clustered together (see Figure 6.5).

Two participants (U3 and U4) set up Gmail, but could not use it because it did not show read email for a project:

“Usually I get my email so quickly, because of my smartphone, that I don’t need that functionality (people). Because it (project homepage) doesn’t keep the emails there, it doesn’t do much for me (Participant U3).”

The people feature was hardly used in Contextinator. Only three participants added people to their projects and only one of them clicked on an email link (which uses people for filtering).

### 6.2.3 Project Switching

Contextinator users made an average of 14 switches between project and / or non-project windows per day (on days the system was used), ranging from the maximum of one user switching an average of 44.7 times daily over a period 21 days, to the minimum of a user switching an average of 2.3 times daily over a period of 11 days ($\sigma = 12.3$).

A majority of the participants (65% agreed or strongly agreed) found that it was easier to work on multiple projects simultaneously with the support for quick switching between projects (average Likert response = 3.5). 53% of the participants also agreed or strongly agreed that they were able to work on multiple projects in Contextinator (average Likert response = 3.5). These results show that participants found the support to switch between
projects useful when working on multiple projects (see Figure 6.6). When asked if participants avoided switching between projects because it made them lost, the average response was 2.8, with 24% of the participants agreeing or strongly agreeing.

Three of the participants mentioned in the interview that they did not use the tool to decide which project they wanted to work on but the tool made it easier to work on multiple projects at once.

A couple of participants described how they often transitioned to another project. They did not realize they wanted to switch to a project until they had a few tabs open related to it. This happened usually when they remembered they needed to do some work in another project (self-interruption):

“A lot of the times I would just open a bunch of new tabs, and not necessarily look for an existing project first...I start googling something, and I have five tabs open. And then I realize, actually this should really go into the VTS project... (Participant U1).”

Figure 6.7 shows how participant U1 frequently switched back and forth between a project and a non-project window. This indicates the requirement of flexibility in an activity-based system to support non-project spaces, to hold applications and information not belonging to any project [32]. A couple of participants had generic non-work related projects such as “Life” and “General”, which they would often switch back and forth to.

6.3 Doing work

Thirteen participants used the task feature (created at least one task). They created 6.8 tasks on an average ($\sigma = 13.4$) and completed an average of 4.7 tasks ($\sigma = 10.9$). Participants
Figure 6.8: Number of tasks created, flagged, quick captured and completed by users in Contextinator.
rarely used flagging. On an average, each participant flagged 0.8 tasks ($\sigma = 1.9$). Figure 6.8 shows the number of tasks created, quick captured, flagged and completed by users.

*Contextinator* makes tasks visible at multiple places (*Project Homepage, Quick Capture, Projects Overview*). However, this still requires a user action to view the tasks, as was indicated by participant U4. She wanted tasks to be always visible in her workspace to match her existing work style:

“I would copy and paste all the tasks that I need in my Word document and look at it that way because it is easier to work on my homework...If I could view the tasks on a sidebar with whatever I am doing in the web browser, I don’t have to click to the other tab and then click to the other thing...(Participant U4).”

This indicates the need to further increase task visibility in the user’s workspace [14, 12, 25].

### 6.3.1 Quick Capture

Participants quick captured (added a URL or note to a task) an average of 3.1 tasks ($\sigma = 5.2$). Participants reported in the survey that capturing website URLs made it easier for them to accomplish the task later, with an average response of 3.7 and 59% of the participants agreeing or strongly agreeing. None of the participants disagreed that capturing the context of a task enabled them to postpone a task for later (average Likert response = 3.8). These results indicate that participants found quick capture useful (see Figure 6.9). Figure 6.10 shows the types of URLs participants reported they stored with tasks.

Participant U3 was by far the most active user of the tasks feature (See Figure 6.8). She found the ability to capture context in the form of a URL or notes with a task useful:
Figure 6.10: Survey responses to types of URLs quick captured.
Figure 6.11: Preparatory approach to tasks and projects in Contextinator.

“...you can get very easily distracted because when you know what your task is, then you have to find everything you need for that task. So, if you could put everything that has to do with that task, it cuts out so much transition time...you can just immediately work on that task (Participant U3).”

Figure 6.11 shows one type of use of projects and tasks that I observed. It depicts a preparatory approach, where the user creates tasks ahead of time, and then completes them over a longer period of time. The user created a new project, followed by several new tasks, and then marked them as completed later.

Contrast that with Figure 6.12, where the user is taking more of an opportunistic approach. She creates new tasks as and when required and marks them as completed in the near future. Here, the user does not plan things she needs to do in a project ahead of time.

6.4 More Observations

6.4.1 Wrong Fit for Participants

Since I had only one participant from industry, I do not have data to reflect on their use cases. Through the logging data and interviews, I found that students had a limited view of
projects in some cases (e.g. classes, projects for classes):

“When I was first using it, the title project...it made me feel like it should be like a school project or a research project...My first impression of looking at it was that it was like a school thing or a research thing. It definitely threw me initially (Participant U4).”

Often, students had few projects or did not have information that they found overwhelming to manage. For example, participant U4 only had two projects.

Participant U1 used another task management system and did not use it to decide what to work on next (which was opposite to how the task management system was designed in Contextinator):

“I don’t normally go there (task manager) to decide what to do. I go there so that I don’t forget things to do...When I decide it is time to work on a project, it is time to work on a project because I have this particular thing to do. So I come in already knowing the task that needs to be done...(Participant U1).”

### 6.4.2 Positive experiences

In the survey, a majority of the participants (76% agreed or strongly agreed) reported that reopening tabs for a project helped them resume working on a project, with an average
Figure 6.13: Survey responses to “I would use this tool for my day-to-day work.”

Figure 6.14: Survey responses to project state.
response of 4.1. Participants (70% agreed or strongly agreed) also reported that they could suspend or close a project without the anxiety of losing their work, with an average response of 3.8. These results show that saving the project state helped the participants resume working on a project later and they did not have to worry about losing their work (see Figure 6.14). Participant U4 also mentioned this in the interview:

“The biggest plus is being able to have the tabs saved and I don’t have to look at them or not close my Internet to keep all those tabs (Participant U4).”

One of the participants mentioned in the survey that Contextinator helped them be more organized:

“I liked how I could work on multiple projects and it allowed me to stay organized.”

Several participants found organizing tabs into projects useful. Participant U1 said:

“I guess since I started using this tool, each project is in its own window, which makes things easier. It used to be I just open lots of tabs and then you have so many tabs open you don’t know what’s going on. And then you just have to close a bunch of tabs. Then you don’t know where you were before (Participant U1).”

Another participant mentioned that Contextinator helped them be more focused while working:

“I liked how easy it was to stay focused on an individual project. I so often get distracted by other things going on, and contextinator really helped with that.”

Participants liked the ability to quickly switch between projects (see Figure 6.6). Participant U3 found it useful to set up the information view for Google Drive. Participants U2 and U3 found the task feature useful to define intermediate tasks for their projects.

Overall, 65% (11 out of 17) of the survey participants agreed or strongly agreed that they would use this tool for their day-to-day work (see Figure 6.13).

6.4.3 Limitations

Three out of the four participants I interviewed wanted the ability to set deadlines for tasks. Participant U4 used two computers (desktop and a laptop) interchangeably, and wanted to be able to link them and have the same projects at both places:
“From my personal experience in using it, it made it a little bit less convenient...I use Dropbox between the two computers and I set up users on my browser so I share the same bookmarks and everything...(Participant U4).”

Two participants wanted to be able to share their projects with groups of people, and accomplish tasks in a project together:

“If you’ll be able to share different projects with people...that would have been really useful in my X class where we are all doing the same project and we could have similar bookmarks...(Participant U4).”

A participant mentioned in the survey that they wanted the ability to combine multiple projects into a single window:

“Usually I work on one project at a time. But I have found it inefficient to work on two projects at once because they use different windows. Possibility of making some option to temporarily combine projects in a window? and somehow separate again after?”

Another participant also wanted the same capability, they wanted projects to open as new tabs instead of new windows. A couple of participants mentioned (U3 and U4) that they wanted to able to see read email for a project on the homepage.
Chapter 7

Discussion

I implemented several features in Contextinator based on claims in the existing literature, and some of my findings match those claims. These can also act as the requirements for similar tools in the future. In this chapter, I summarize the findings from the evaluation of Contextinator.

7.1 Information views

I set out to solve the problem of information fragmentation by introducing the concept of information views in Contextinator. Users could identify an information view for a project in each of the supported PIM apps by specifying a unique URL that pointed to a location internally in the apps.

- Few participants set up and used information views. Participants mentioned in interviews that they found it difficult to set up information views, which could be a possible reason for this lack of use.

- The participants who did use information views had very positive opinions about it (see Figure 6.4). Participant U3 mentioned that direct navigation to a project’s folder in Google Docs was useful (where she had several folders). This was the key use of information views I was after.

- Several participants suggested other ideas to extend the concept of information views. Participants U3 and U4 set up information views for Gmail, and said that they would have found it useful if it made all the project’s emails visible on the Project Homepage (instead of only unread email). Participants also wanted support for other apps they used.
The participants who set up *information views* and used them had a strong liking for the idea. However, the implementation of *information views* could be made better. Some participants found it difficult to grasp the idea of an *information view* and their functionality. Conveying the idea of an *information view* to the users in simpler terms would be useful. Some of the participants also found the steps to set up an *information view* confusing. Even though users could define the current view while using an app as an *information view*, few users noticed it. Further reducing the friction in setting up an *information view* will improve its usability. If the ability to authenticate the user with the apps is implemented (discussed later in Chapter 8), displaying a list of all the *organizational units* in an app on the *Project Homepage*, and letting the user select the one for the project would be useful. This would make the process of setting up an *information view* more streamlined than copying and pasting URLs.

With better usability, extensibility to support any web-based tool and stronger integration into *Contextinator*, *information views* can bring back the context lost amid the fragmentation of information across different web based tools.

### 7.2 Clustering together Project information

In *Contextinator*, I displayed all the information for a project on its homepage. Participants indicated a strong liking for this idea, and thought this helped them be more focused and enabled easier access to information (see Figure 6.5). Extending the concept of *information views* to display snippets of information from web-based tools on the homepage will create further aggregation of information on the *Project Homepage*. This matches the claims made in the existing literature that clustering of project information together is useful [37, 32].

### 7.3 Switching between Projects

In *Contextinator*, users switched between projects frequently and found it to be useful (see Figure 6.6). This is similar to findings reported in the literature by González and Mark [25, 37].

Switching between projects was easy but users did not always know when to switch between projects. A typical user behavior was that the user started to work on a new project while still within the old project and later realized she should switch to a different project to save her progress. This eventually resulted in the user individually dragging and dropping tabs from one window to another. This was chaotic since the project windows were by default occluded behind the current project’s window, and the user needed to have both windows visible at the same time to accomplish this. Some users also wanted to be able to work on multiple projects in the same window. This indicates the need to support an easier and flexible transition between projects. New functionality is required to help users move some
of their work (tabs) from one project (window) to another.

Contextinator saves the tabs for a project when it is closed. When work on the project is later resumed, the tabs for the project are restored. Participants found this helped them resume working on a project (see Figure 6.14). This is similar to findings in existing literature which claim that it is important to provide cues to help users resume working on a project [20, 25, 37].

7.4 Identifying a Project Window

Participants mentioned in the survey they got lost when they switched projects (see Figure 6.6). Participant U3 avoided switching projects due to this reason. Participants were often not sure which project they were in since the current window was not prominently labeled with the project name. This was a limitation imposed by my implementation architecture. It is imperative for a system like Contextinator to have a fixed visual marker identifying the current workspace, similar to the current application name displayed in the menu bar on OS X.

7.5 Visibility of Tasks, Quick Capture and Flagging

I created the task management system in Contextinator to let users capture and manage tasks for their projects to make accomplishing tasks easier.

• Few participants actively used tasks in Contextinator (see Figure 6.8). Some participants said that they do not have many things to do, so they do not need a task management system. The tasks feature was a wrong fit for these participants.

• One of the participants (Participant U4) mentioned that she wanted the tasks to be always visible, instead of having to switch to different views. Even though I made tasks visible at several places, it still required a user action to view the tasks (the tasks were not always visible). This indicates the need to keep tasks always visible in periphery of the workspace while working on a project to serve as a reminder to the user and be in the way. This matches the findings in the existing literature [14, 12, 25]. Participant U4 suggested to display the tasks in a sidebar in Contextinator, so that they are always visible while browsing any tab in a project’s window.

• Participants found the ability to capture context with a task useful (see Figure 6.9). Implementing ways to make capturing and returning to a task more seamless and quicker would be useful (e.g. keyboard shortcut to capture current webpage as a task, instead of multiple steps involved in adding a task).
• Flagging for tasks was barely used by the participants. The data is inconclusive if flagging is useful or not needed. Most of the participants did not use tasks actively and this feature would have been useful only if the participants had a lot of tasks and needed to prioritize certain tasks.

### 7.6 Lack of use of Projects Overview

I created the *Projects Overview* to let users review the tasks they needed to do across projects. However, this view was barely used by the participants. Part of the reason could be that participants did not have numerous projects that they were working on, so they might not have needed this support. Several users also did not use tasks and so this view had limited use for them. Participant U3, who used tasks actively, found it useful to look at the information for all her projects together. Since this view was not actively used, I do not have enough data points to determine if it is useful or not needed.

### 7.7 Summary

Participants actively adopted *Contextinator* in their daily workflows and created a wide variety of projects. *Contextinator* required a significant commitment from the participants as it had to become an integral part of their day-to-day work. Several participants did not have information or projects they found overwhelming to manage, whereas most features in *Contextinator* were designed for users with a lot more projects. Despite this, they actively used *Contextinator*, even for a few projects. 65% (11 out of 17) of the participants either strongly agreed or agreed that they will use *Contextinator* for their daily work. Participants naturally divided their work activity into projects and a subset of the features in *Contextinator* were useful enough for the participants to keep using it. These subsets of features varied for participants. Whereas some participants used *Contextinator* primarily for saving tabs, others used it as a task management system integrated into the web browser. This flexibility was one of the overall design goals of *Contextinator*, so that it is useful for a broad variety of users and not just information workers. Such a flexible approach is important if we want to move people away from the desktop to the activity-based paradigm, instead of building yet another specialized tool for information workers.

*Contextinator* has shown potential in its approach to solve the problem of information fragmentation in the cloud. Its deployment and evaluation have highlighted some of the main problems that need to be addressed and solutions that can help reduce the fragmentation of information across web-based tools. It has also highlighted requirements for software support to help with information work. *Contextinator* is a good launchpad for future exploration in this research area to build tools that address the fragmentation of information and information work amid the growing popularity of cloud-based applications.
Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

People have vastly different concepts as to what a project is and designs of similar tools should handle this. We need to keep in mind that users make use of more than just one tool. With the explosion of Personal Information Tools in the commercial space to manage different kinds of information, information workers pick the tools that best suit their workflow. They may even switch frequently between tools to fit their changing organization schemes and work styles. A system like Contextinator, that seeks to solve the fragmentation of information across different tools, must be extensible and should work with these existing tools. I feel that Contextinator has the potential to create recreate the context lost amid information fragmentation in today’s web-based tools.

8.1 A broader approach to information views

In Contextinator, the user can identify an information view for a project in each of the supported PIM apps by specifying a unique URL that points to a location internally in the app. This concept can be extended to support any web-based service by using a plugin-based approach, where a plugin can be defined for any web-based service in Contextinator.

A plugin for a service will be a simple semi-structured data file (JSON), similar to what I am using in the current implementation of Contextinator. The following is an example for the Gmail service, where base_uri represents the string which if present in the URL, the user will be redirected to the project’s information view and ignore represents a set of URLs for which the user should not be redirected (e.g. login page for the service).

```json
{
    name: "Gmail",
    base_uri: "https://mail.google.com/mail/u/",
    ignore: [
        "https://accounts.google.com/ServiceLogin"
    ]
}
```
In the interviews, I found that participants wanted a deeper level of integration with their cloud based apps in Contextinator. A couple of participants indicated they would have found viewing email on the Project Homepage useful if it was all of the project’s email and not just the unread email.

One example of such an integration with apps would be to show snippets of information on the Project Homepage from apps (similar to email). This would reduce the amount of app switching users need to do and further aggregate project information on the Project Homepage, which was appreciated by participants (see Figure 6.5).

Contextinator can support such an integration with any web-based service that supports REST based APIs for:

- Authenticating the user
  
  Contextinator will authenticate the user with the web-based service so that it can access its data. Web-based services commonly support this through protocols such as OAuth [9].

- Getting a list of organizational units (List of folders, labels, etc.)
  
  Most web-based services that support organization of information have a way to access the basic organizational units such as folders, labels, etc. This is because data for these services is device agnostic, and needs to be accessed, displayed and modified on different platforms and devices. For example, the Dropbox API supports getting a list of all folders for a user [5].

- Getting the data for an organizational unit (List of files in a folder, etc.)
  
  Web services also have APIs to access data inside organizational units. For example, Dropbox supports getting a list of files in a folder for a user [5].

Contextinator can connect to these services, authenticate the user and get a list of their organizational units. The user will be able to pick one of those as the information view for a project. Contextinator can then access information for this information view for the project and display it on the project’s homepage.

The user can define project-specific templates to define how to display the fetched information for an information view. For example, whereas a user may want to display a list of upcoming deadlines from her Calendar for a project that represents a class she is taking, she may want to have quick access to files stored in a Google Docs folder for a project that represents writing a paper for a conference. These views could also provide additional functionality than simply displaying information. For example, there could be a plugin for Dropbox that displays files
from the project’s Dropbox folder on the Project Homepage and lets users open, edit and drag and drop files in this space. This would then act as a piling area for the users, similar to the desktop in Gionarta [45]. This would enable users to create a personalized workspace for each project, similar to how information workers create their physical workspaces [36]. Each of these services will have their own API structure and response format, so in order to support these different services, the plugin for a service would define the API endpoints and templates to define the functionality of the plugin’s view on the Project Homepage.

Contextinator can support a set of default plugins, and power users can create their own which can then be reused by other users. Such a collaborative workflow can be achieved by creating a community of Contextinator users. An example of such a community is for the tool Stylebot, where users are able share and reuse custom style sheets for popular websites [10].
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Interview Questions

B.1 Projects

- Tell me how you think about projects and why you set them up?
- Do you work on multiple projects simultaneously?
- Do you find it easy to work on multiple projects?
- How do you decide what to work on next in a project?
- How do you decide which project to work on next?

B.2 Tasks

- Tell me how you use the tasks feature.
- Why do you create tasks for projects?
- Do you use flags for tasks and if so why?
- Do you save URLs with tasks and if so why?
- What do you like most and least about the tasks feature?

B.3 Information Fragmentation

- Do you regularly keep information about your projects in multiple applications (email, dropbox, etc.)?
• If you do, do you use those apps in Contextinator?
• Do you add people to projects to see unread email from them?

B.4 General

• What do you like best and least about Contextinator?
• What other features are missing (or you would like to have) in Contextinator?
Appendix C

User Actions Logged

- Opening project
- Closing project
- Open new project page
- Removing a project
- Creating a new project
- Focusing a project window
- Focusing a non-project window
- Opening project homepage
- Focusing the project homepage
- Adding a person
- Removing a person
- Opening a tab from project homepage
- Removing a tab from project homepage
- Creating a new bookmark
- Opening a bookmark
- Removing a bookmark
- Opening overview
- Closing overview
• Show flagged tasks in overview
• Show email in overview
• Focusing the overview window
• Opening quick launcher
• Closing quick launcher
• Creating a new task
• Removing a task
•Flagging a task
• Unflagging a task
• Marking a task as complete
• Marking a task as incomplete
• Opening a task URL
• Opening an app from project homepage
• Adding a new app
• Removing an app
• Opening an email from project homepage
• Miscellaneous
Appendix D

Survey
Demographics

Gender

- Male
- Female

Profession

- Graduate Student
- Undergraduate Student
- Faculty
- Staff
- Other (i.e. Industry)

Age

Projects in Contextinator

Having different ways (e.g. Project Overview, Project Homepage, Tasks) to view projects and work on projects in Contextinator helps me be more efficient.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

Having all the project information on the Project Homepage helps me be more focused.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

The Project Homepage is an easy way to access information related to the project.

- Strongly Agree
With Contextinator, I am able to work on multiple projects simultaneously.

- [ ] Strongly Agree
- [ ] Agree
- [ ] Neither Agree nor Disagree
- [ ] Disagree
- [ ] Strongly Disagree

Contextinator is able to handle the number of projects I have.

- [ ] Strongly Agree
- [ ] Agree
- [ ] Neither Agree nor Disagree
- [ ] Disagree
- [ ] Strongly Disagree

**Apps in Contextinator**

Do you have a "label/folder/notebook" for projects in Gmail/Google Docs/Dropbox/Evernote?

- [ ] Strongly Agree
- [ ] Agree
- [ ] Neither Agree nor Disagree
- [ ] Disagree
- [ ] Strongly Disagree

Do you have folders for projects in Dropbox/Google Docs? (Pick one)

- [ ] Always
- [ ] Most of the Time
- [ ] Sometimes
- [ ] Rarely
- [ ] Never

Which apps did you set up for projects in Contextinator? (Check all that apply)
Gmail
Dropbox
Google Docs
Evernote
Trello

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Shortcuts to apps on the Project Homepage make retrieval of project information easier.

Getting automatically redirected to the project information in the apps (Gmail, Dropbox, etc.) makes it easy to access the information for a project

Defining apps (Gmail, Dropbox, etc.) for projects in Contextinator helps me be more organized in those apps.

Email

Do you use labels for projects in Gmail? (Pick one)

Always
Most of the Time
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
Which type of labels do you use in Gmail? (Check all that apply)

- Project names (e.g. work project#1)
- Groups of people (e.g. family, work)
- Role (e.g. Job#1, Class#1)
- Mailing list (e.g. List#1)
- Service (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
- Importance (e.g. urgent)
- I don’t use labels
- Other

I like to see the emails in a project on the Project Homepage instead of opening Gmail.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

Viewing project email on the Project Homepage helps me avoid getting distracted by other email in my Inbox.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

I capture emails that I need to act on later as a task.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

I add people to projects in Contextinator to capture email related to a project.

- Yes
- No

Tasks in Contextinator
When I open a project, the tasks remind me of what I need to do next on the project.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

Having the tasks visible on the Project Homepage helps me focus on the things I need to do on the project.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

I visit the Project Homepage to look at the tasks I need to do in a project.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

I visit the Project Overview to look at the tasks I need to do across projects.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

Being able to capture website URLs with a task makes it easier for me to complete the task later.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

I am able to postpone an action (task) until later by capturing the context of the task (e.g. the website where I
I am able to postpone an action (task) until later by capturing the context of the task (e.g. the website where I have to do something)

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

Which types of URLs do you usually save with a task? (check all that apply)

- Email that I need to reply to later
- Email that contains an attachment related to the task
- Email that contains information to help me complete a task
- A website where I have to do something to complete the task
- A resource needed to complete the task (e.g. a PDF file)
- Other

Flagging tasks helps me be more effective in my task management.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

I flag tasks to help me focus on the important tasks.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

Flagging tasks helps me prioritize things I need to do in a project.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Neither Agree nor Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flagging tasks helps me prioritize things I need to do across all projects.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching between projects in Contextinator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to quickly switch between projects makes it easier for me to work on multiple projects simultaneously.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching projects makes me lost, so I avoid switching unless it is absolutely necessary.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reopening tabs for a project helps me resume working on a project.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspending/Closing a project is easy because I don't have to worry about losing my current work.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Resuming a project is easy as I am able to quickly gather where I left off.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

**Overall Impression**

I would use this tool for my day-to-day work.

- Strongly Agree
- Agree
- Neither Agree nor Disagree
- Disagree
- Strongly Disagree

What other features are missing (or you would like to have)?

What did you like best?

What did you like least?
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Evaluation Design

My evaluation design was driven by a set of claims from the existing literature, which were also the basis of the design of Contextinator. I started out by grouping together similar claims from the literature into a list of principles. For each of these principles, I determined the data to collect through logging, survey and interview questions. The following is the list of principles and the corresponding data collected. In the survey, all Likert scale questions had the following set of choices: Strongly Agree, Agree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, Disagree and Strongly Disagree, as shown in Appendix D.

E.1 Information is fragmented across different collections (or applications) and clustering together information for a project can be useful.

E.1.1 Survey

- Likert: Having all the project information on the Project Homepage helps me be more focused.
- Likert: The Project Homepage is an easy way to access information related to the project.
- Likert: Viewing project email on the Project Homepage helps me avoid getting distracted by other email in my Inbox.
- Likert: I like to see the emails in a project on the Project Homepage instead of opening Gmail.
E.2 Often there is an overlapping set of folder structures, replicated over each information collection (email, files, calendar, etc.)

E.2.1 Survey

• Do you have “label/folder/notebook” for projects in Gmail/Google Docs/Dropbox/Evernote?
• Do you use folders for projects in Dropbox/Google Docs?
• Which apps did you set up for projects in Contextinator?

E.2.2 Logging

• Number of (Gmail, Dropbox, Google Docs, etc.) apps defined for each project.

E.2.3 Interview

• Do you regularly keep information about your projects in multiple applications (email, dropbox, etc.)?

E.3 Common multiple interruptions require an easy way to switch between projects.

E.3.1 Survey

• Likert: The ability to quickly switch between projects makes it easier for me to work on multiple projects simultaneously.
• Likert: Switching projects makes me lost, so I avoid switching unless it is absolutely necessary.
• Likert: With Contextinator, I am able to work on multiple projects simultaneously.

E.3.2 Logging

• Number of times users switched between projects
E.3.3 Interview

- Do you work on multiple projects simultaneously?
- Do you find it easy to work on multiple projects?

E.4 Common multiple interruptions require an easy way to save and restore states of projects.

E.4.1 Survey

- Likert: Reopening tabs for a project helps me resume working on a project.
- Likert:Suspending/Closing a project is easy because I don’t have to worry about losing my current work.
- Likert: Resuming a project is easy as I am able to quickly gather where I left off.

E.5 A task list manager should have *in the way* property.

E.5.1 Survey

- Likert: When I open a project, the tasks remind me of what I need to do next on the project.
- Likert: Having the tasks visible on the Project Homepage helps me focus on the things I need to do on the project.
- Likert: I visit the Project Homepage to look at the tasks I need to do in a project.

E.5.2 Interview

- How do you decide what to work on next in a project?
- How do you decide which project to work on next?
E.6 A task list manager should support \textit{informal priority lists}, to ensure completion of near-term priority actions.

E.6.1 Survey

- Likert: Flagging tasks helps me be more effective in my task management.
- Likert: I flag tasks to help me focus on the important tasks.
- Likert: Flagging tasks helps me prioritize things I need to do in a project.
- Likert: Flagging tasks helps me prioritize things I need to do across all projects.

E.6.2 Logging

- Number of times tasks were flagged.
- Number of times flagged tasks were marked as completed.

E.6.3 Interview

- Do you use flags for tasks and if so why?

E.7 Capturing the context while creating a task makes it easier to complete the task later

E.7.1 Survey

- Likert: Being able to capture website URLs with a task makes it easier for me to complete the task later.
- Likert: I am able to postpone an action (task) until later by capturing the context of the task (e.g. the website where I have to do something)
- Likert: I capture emails that I need to act on later as a task.
- Which types of URLs do you usually save with a task?
E.7.2 Logging

- Number of times a task is created with a URL.
- Number of times a task is created with a note.
- Number of times a task with a URL is opened.
- Number of times a task with a URL is marked as completed.

E.7.3 Interview

- Do you save URLs with tasks and if so why?